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1.

In the 2018-2019 school year, what percentage of marijuana violations by Denver
Public Schools (DPS) students resulted in suspension or expulsion?
A. 43%

B. 83%

C. 90%

D. 22%

2.

True or false, someone can get a medical marijuana card in Colorado to treat depression.

3.

What’s a potential consequence of using marijuana in the eyes of the federal government?
A. Inability to get a job with the federal government
B. Loss of financial aid for college
C. Loss of government-funded housing
D. All of the above

4.

Teens who use marijuana are
A. 7

times more likely to develop depression.

B. 15

C. 2

D. 21

5.

True or false, each person metabolizes marijuana differently.

6.

True or false, cannabis is one of 50 fundamental herbs in traditional Chinese medicine.

7.

True or false, someone can get a medical marijuana card in Colorado to treat insomnia.

8.

Marijuana can damage which two major organs in the human body?
A. Brain and lungs

9.

B. Heart and lungs

C. Liver and kidneys D. Pancreas and liver

According to the Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment, in Colorado,
exposures in 2018.

32,800 homes with children had possible
A. Secondhand marijuana smoke

B. Cheesy movies

C. Chewing tobacco

D. Asbestos

10.

True or false, marijuana can be stored in body fat for several weeks.

11.

What is secondhand smoke?
A. Smoke that is breathed in by someone who is near the person smoking
B. Smoke from a fire
C. Smoke from an oven
D. Smoke that is breathed in by the person smoking

12.

True or false, you can get high from using lotion containing THC.

13.

What is a cannabinoid that marijuana is tested for when legally regulated?

14.

A. Tetrahydrocannabinol

B. Cannabidiol

C. Cannabinol

D. All of the above

True or false, a federal employee is allowed to smoke marijuana if it is legal in their state.
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15.

True or false, marijuana has a higher THC potency today than it did 30 years ago.

16.

True or false, slowed reaction time is an immediate effect of marijuana consumption.

17.

True or false, your perception of time and distance is immediately affected by
marijuana consumption.

18.

Marijuana can affect
A. Stretching

19.

B. Reaction

C. Coloring

D. Cooking

How long can marijuana stay in your system?
A. 6 hours

20.

time.

B. 1 week

C. 2 weeks

D. Over 4 weeks

As of December 2020, how many states have legalized medical marijuana?
A. 29

B. 35

C. 22

D. 19

21.

True or false, exercise affects how long THC stays in your system.

22.

True or false, drinking coffee affects how long THC stays in your system.

23.

What is a consequence for a retail store that sells marijuana to someone underage?

24.

A. Loss of business license

B. Worker charged with a felony

C. Fine payment

D. All of the above

Which state was the first to legalize medical marijuana?
A. California

25.

C. Oregon

D. Colorado

What is the legal age for medical marijuana use in Colorado without parent authorization?
A. 16

26.

B. Washington

B. 18

C. 20

D. 21

True or false, schools can’t create their own rules and consequences for marijuana
possession and consumption.

27.

True or false, marijuana is illegal in Washington D.C.

28.

What age is a minor when it comes to laws surrounding marijuana?
A. 16 or younger

29.

B. 18 or younger

C. 20 or younger

Why was marijuana legalized in Colorado?
A. For the regulation of licenses, advertising and product safety
B. Tax revenue
C. To better focus law enforcement resources
D. All of the above
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30.

True or false, Washington has legalized medical marijuana.

31.

What does an adult 21 years or older need to purchase retail marijuana in Colorado?
A. A check

B. Parent permission

C. Nothing

D. A valid government-issued photo ID

32.

True or false, Wyoming has legalized medical marijuana.

33.

What color is the symbol that indicates a retail or medical product contains THC?
A. Green

34.

B. Purple

C. Yellow

D. Red

What is a Minor in Possession (MIP)?
A. A minor, someone under 21 years of age, in possession of drugs or alcohol
B. A minor, someone over 21 years of age, in possession of drugs or alcohol
C. A minor, someone under 18 years of age, in possession of drugs or alcohol
D. None of the above

35.

What is a DUI?
A. Detected Unusual Impairment
B. Delivering Unlawful Injustice
C. Driving Under the Influence of drugs or alcohol
D. Driving Unable and Inconsiderately

36.

True or false, someone can get a medical marijuana card in Colorado to treat seizures.

37.

True or false, someone can get a medical marijuana card in Colorado if they suffer from
severe nausea.

38.

True or false, Texas has legalized medical marijuana.

39.

The body stores THC in what cells?
A. Blood

40.

B. Nerve

C. Fat

D. Stem

C. Weed

D. Ganja

What is the scientific name for weed?
A. Cannabis

B. Marijuana

41.

True or false, in Colorado, someone can get a medical marijuana card to treat HIV or AIDS.

42.

True or false, a patient can get a medical marijuana card in Colorado if they suffer from
persistent muscle spasms.
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43.

What is hemp?
A. Hemp is the part of the cannabis plant that is smoked
B. Hemp is the part of the cannabis plant that isn’t used
C. Hemp is a cannabis plant that has less than 0.3% THC
D. Hemp is the part of the cannabis plant that is turned into oil

44.

True or false, your hair can be tested to detect marijuana use.

45.

True or false, a breathalyzer can be tested to detect marijuana use.

46.

What is the most commonly used testing method to tell if a person has been using marijuana?
A. Urine

47.

B. Blood

C. Hair

D. Saliva

True or false, in Denver, without a medical license, adults 21 or older can legally grow up to
6 marijuana plants at home.

48.

True or false, the number of DUI arrests involving marijuana use per year in Colorado has
increased since 2017.

49.

What is a possible social effect of using marijuana?
A. Low achievement

B. Damaged relationships

C. Memory and learning problems

D. All of the above

50.

True or false, your saliva can be tested to detect marijuana use.

51.

Your brain is still developing until what age?
A. 18

B. 21

C. 25

52.

True or false, Alaska has legalized retail marijuana.

53.

True or false, Hawaii has not legalized retail marijuana.

54.

True or false, California has legalized retail marijuana.

55.

What chemical in marijuana makes one feel high?
A. Indica

56.

B. Sativa

C. Cannabidiol

D.30

D. Tetrahydrocannabinol

True or false, in Colorado, a patient can get a medical marijuana card to treat
cancer symptoms.

57.

What comes from the cannabis plant?
A. Marijuana
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58.

What is THC?
A. One of the active ingredients in marijuana
B. The only ingredient in hemp
C. The chemical released into the air when marijuana is burned
D. None of the above

59.

True or false, difficulty thinking and problem solving is an immediate effect of
marijuana consumption.

60.

True or false, marijuana consumption can make you feel tired.

61.

What is a characteristic of cannabidiol?
A. It is a cannabinoid molecule produced by cannabis
B. It is non-psychoactive
C. It can be applied to a range of medical uses
D. All of the above

62.

True or false, decreased appetite is an immediate effect of marijuana consumption.

63.

How many hours does it take for an edible to take effect?
A. Up to 8 hours

64.

B. Up to 6 hours

C. Up to 4 hours

D. Up to 1 hour

According to the 2019 Healthy Kids Colorado Survey, what percentage of Denver
high school students do not use marijuana?
A. 54%

65.

B. 63%

C. 74%

D. 89%

What is an edible?
A. An orally consumable form of marijuana B. A smokable form of marijuana
C. Both of the above

D. Neither of the above

66.

True or false, it is illegal to take marijuana over state lines.

67.

What is the most common illegal substance, after alcohol, found in teen drivers who
die in accidents?
A. Heroin

68.

B. Painkillers

C. Cocaine

D. Marijuana

True or false, states that have legalized marijuana all have the same laws.
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69.

What is medical marijuana?
A. Medical marijuana is something that can be bought at the pharmacy
B. Medical marijuana cures diseases
C. Medical marijuana is for anyone
D. Medical marijuana is used for medical conditions that impact a person’s quality of life and
ability to function properly

70.

What is retail marijuana?
A. Retail marijuana is what can be bought in a licensed retail marijuana store
B. Retail marijuana is what is sold illegally by a person
C. Retail marijuana is clothing with marijuana symbols on it
D. None of the above

71.

True or false, if you’re 21 or older, it’s legal to use marijuana in a car, so long as
the car is not running.

72.

What is a retail marijuana store?
A. A retail marijuana store exists online and sells marijuana
B. A retail marijuana store is a business where those 21 or older can purchase marijuana
in a legal and safe way
C. A retail marijuana store gives samples of products
D. All of the above

73.

True or false, a DUI can negatively impact your future.

74.

Marijuana can increase
A. Anxiety

75.

76.

disorders among adolescents.
B. Narcolepsy

C. Eating

D. Bipolar
.

Marijuana is an ergolytic drug, meaning it diminishes
A. Athletic performance

B. Cognitive function

C. Liver function

D. All of the above

According to the Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment, in 2018, approximately
how many Colorado homes had children at risk of being exposed to secondhand marijuana
smoke?
A. 5,100

B. 10,300

C. 32,800

D. 50,300

77.

True or false, drooling is an immediate effect of marijuana consumption.

78.

True or false, your eyes become red after consuming marijuana.
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79.

What is an ergolytic drug?
A. A drug that enhances exercise capacity and/or athletic performance
B. A drug that impairs exercise capacity and/or athletic performance
C. A drug that helps with pain symptoms
D. None of the above

80.

For which of the following conditions can you get a medical marijuana card?
A. Insomnia

81.

B. Seizures

C. Stress

D. All of the above

What is the Marijuana Tax Act?
A. The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 legalized marijuana use in the United States
B. The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 criminalized all uses of marijuana, except for industrial
uses of the plant, nationwide
C. The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 taxed marijuana sales at pharmacies
D. None of the above

82.

In what year did Colorado vote to legalize retail marijuana?
A. 2012

83.

C. 2014

D. 2016

What’s an activity where marijuana can impair your performance?
A. Sports

84.

B. 2013

B. Driving

C. School

D. All of the above

In what year was marijuana criminalized in the United States?
A. 1928

B. 1937

C. 1946

85.

True or false, Oregon has not legalized retail marijuana.

86.

True or false, Ohio has legalized retail marijuana.

87.

True or false, New York has legalized retail marijuana.

88.

What is the War on Drugs?

D. 1952

A. A record label
B. A campaign created by marijuana supporters to legalize weed
C. A campaign created by the U.S. government to stop the illegal drug trade with prohibition
of drugs, military aid, and military intervention
D. None of the above
89.

90.

What act did President Richard Nixon pass in regard to marijuana in 1970?
A. Controlled Substances Act

B. Marijuana Tax Act

C. Cannabis Regulatory Act

D. None of the above

True or false, you can become paranoid if you use marijuana.
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91.

True or false, your heart rate increases immediately as a result of marijuana use.

92.

Which U.S. president repealed the Marijuana Tax Act?
A. Bill Clinton

93.

B. Richard Nixon

C. Barack Obama

D. None of the above

True or false, if a patient is under the age of 18, to get a medical marijuana card they only
need parent/guardian approval.

94.

Why does marijuana have so many names?
A. It’s a global plant

B. It has a variety of identities around the world

C. It has many uses around the world

D. All of the above

95.

True or false, George Washington grew marijuana.

96.

What did the U.S. Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 require?
A. Lids for products that contained marijuana
B. Labels for products that contained marijuana
C. All marijuana products to be sold in pharmacies
D. D. None of the above

97.

True or false, the quantity of marijuana consumed affects how long THC stays in your system.

98.

True or false, fluid intake can affect how long THC stays in your system.

99.

Who introduced cannabis sativa plants to the Americas?
A. Australian explorers B. British explorers

C. Incan explorers

D. Spanish explorers

100. In what year was medical marijuana legalized in Colorado?
A. 2000
101.

B. 2006

C. 2013

D. 2014

True or false, secondhand marijuana smoke is dangerous.

102. What did the Boggs Act of 1951 do?
A. The Boggs Act provided stiff mandatory sentences for marijuana offenses in the U.S.
B. The Boggs Act made using marijuana on private property legal
C. The Boggs Act gave a mandatory sentence of 5 years to anyone distributing marijuana
illegally
D. None of the above
103. True or false, mild secondhand exposure to marijuana smoke can trigger a positive drug test.
104. True or false, your metabolism can affect how long marijuana stays in your system.
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105. What is a consequence of a Minor in Possession (MIP) charge?
A. A fine

B. Driver’s license suspension

C. Loss of financial aid for higher education D. All of the above
106. Which kind of test does a police officer give to a driver suspected to be high on marijuana?
A. Hair test
107.

B. Urine test

C. Blood test

D. Breathalyzer

True or false, marijuana enters the body slower when it is smoked.

108. True or false, edibles affect the body immediately.
109. True or false, the average THC content in confiscated marijuana has decreased since
the early 1990s.
110.

For an adult 21 or older growing marijuana at home in Denver, which of the following is illegal?
A. Growing openly in the backyard

B. Harvesting six plants at once

C. Growing in an unlocked greenhouse

D. All of the above

111.

True or false, marijuana use and bronchitis are connected.

112.

How much marijuana can adults 21 or older purchase from a retail marijuana store in Colorado?
A. One-eighth ounce

B. One-quarter ounce C. One-half ounce

D. One ounce

113.

True or false, marijuana does not raise the heart rate after it is smoked.

114.

What kind of controlled substance is marijuana federally classified as?
A. Schedule III

115.

116.

B. Schedule II

C. Schedule V

D. Schedule I

What can weekly marijuana use put you at risk for as an adolescent with no medical need?
A. Impaired learning and memory

B. Impaired coordination and balance

C. Slowed growth

D. All of the above

What percentage of adolescent DUI arrests involved marijuana in Colorado in 2019?
A. 30%

B. 25%

C. 22%

D. 18%

117.

True or false, it is legal for an adult 21 or older to use marijuana in a private place in Colorado.

118.

True or false, you can get a DUI for driving under the influence of marijuana.

119.

True or false, more DUIs are given for marijuana than for alcohol.

120. True or false, pharmacies used to sell products that contained marijuana, and people did not
need permission to use it.
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121.

What is a Schedule I controlled substance?
A. A drug or substance that has a high potential for abuse
B. A drug that has accepted medical treatment use in the U.S.
C. A drug that has synthetic properties
D. All of the above

122.

True or false, marijuana decreases your appetite.

123.

True or false, the more weed you smoke, the less likely you are to get into a car crash.

124.

True or false, marijuana smoke has many of the same cancer-causing chemicals
as tobacco smoke.

125.

What is the legal limit for driving high on marijuana in Colorado?
A. 15 nanograms per milliliter of blood
B. 1 nanogram per milliliter of blood
C. 11 nanograms per milliliter of blood
D. 5 nanograms per milliliter of blood

126.

How many total arrests and citations were there for adolescent marijuana violations in
Colorado in 2017?
A. 857

B. 2,171

C. 1,543

D. 5,855

127.

True or false, a person under the age of 21 can legally grow marijuana.

128.

What is the DEA?

129.

A. Drug Example Academy

B. Dopamine Enforcement Agency

C. Drug Enforcement Agency

D. Drug Enforcement Administration

True or false, marijuana smoke does not harm the lungs.

130. True or false, weed is legal under U.S. federal law.
131.

132.

What can determine how marijuana affects someone?
A. Amount of THC in it

B. Frequency of use

C. Mixing with other substances

D. All of the above

What do female marijuana plants produce?
A. THC & CBD

133.

B. THC & Seeds

C. CBD & Seeds

D. Hemp

C. CBN

D. Oils

What do male marijuana plants produce?
A. Seeds

B. THC

134. True or false, marijuana can be detected in the body 30 days after last use.
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135.

Who identified only one species of plant under the genus cannabis in 1753?
A. Charles Lyell

B. Humphry Davy

C. Carl Linnaeus

D. None of the above

136. True or false, marijuana is dried leaves and flowers of the cannabis sativa and/or
cannabis indica plant.
137.

Extracts are:
A. An edible form of marijuana
B. A concentrated cannabis product
C. A residue extracted by smoking marijuana
D. All of the above

138. What chemical is released in the brain when using marijuana?
A. THC
139.

B. Serotonin

C. Adrenaline

D. Dopamine

True or false, businesses are allowed to drug test their employees even though marijuana
is legal in Colorado.

140. True or false, it is illegal to use marijuana at a rented house unless otherwise stated.
141.

What is a strain?
A. The type of cannabis leaf
B. The name of chemicals used to grow the cannabis plant
C. An identifying variety of marijuana
D. None of the above

142.

What is cannabidiol?
A. One of the main compounds of cannabis B. The only element in marijuana
C. A strain of marijuana

D. None of the above

143. What does CBD stand for?
A. Cured Bud

B. Cannabis

C. Cannabidiol

D. None of the above

144. How is CBD different from THC?
A. CBD will not get you “high”
B. CBD is non-psychoactive
C. CBD can be used to treat anxiety, pain, epilepsy, and other conditions
D. All of the above
145. How much THC is in hemp, according to Colorado laws?
A. None
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146. What do the human body’s natural chemical cannabinoids do?

147.

A. Regulate appetite and pleasure

B. Regulate mood and memory

C. Regulate movement and reactions

D. All of the above

Which of these cannabis products CANNOT be used to get high if THC is not present?
A. CBD topical cream B. CBD pill

148. Dabbing is

C. CBD tincture

D. All of the above

.

A. Smoking THC-rich resins extracted from the marijuana plant
B. A method for manufacturing hash
C. The practice of adding hash oil to a marijuana joint
D. None of the above
149. In Colorado, which type of marijuana has regulations for its THC levels?
A. Flowers

B. Concentrates

C. Topicals

D. Edibles

150. Marijuana users experience short-term memory loss because of the drug’s effect
on the
A. Thalamus

.
B. Cerebellum

C. Cerebral cortex

D. Hippocampus

151.

True or false, using marijuana as an adolescent can affect brain development.

152.

True or false, marijuana can interfere with reaction time.

153.

True or false, Native Americans introduced marijuana to the Pilgrims at their first
Thanksgiving dinner.

154. What is the important difference between marijuana and hemp?

155.

A. The thickness

B. The smell

C. The amount of chemicals it contains

D. The amount of THC it contains

According to the Healthy Kids Colorado Survey, in 2019, what percentage of Denver high
school students had been a passenger in a car with a driver who had been impaired by
marijuana in the past 30 days?
A. 45%

B. 35%

C. 21%

D. 11%

C. Hybrid

D. All of the above

156. What is a classification strain of marijuana?
A. Indica
157.

B. Sativa

According to the Healthy Kids Colorado Survey, in 2019, what percentage of Denver high
school students had driven impaired by marijuana in the past 30 days?
A. 14%
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158. True or false, it is legal to use marijuana in Rocky Mountain National Park, as long
as you’re 21 or older.
159.

True or false, you can legally fly with marijuana from one legal state to another legal state.

160. As of December 2020, how many marijuana storefronts are operating in Colorado?
A. 465
161.

B. 1,035

C. 895

D. 1,003

What does it mean to build a tolerance to marijuana?
A. The user keeps needing more marijuana to get the same effect
B. The user needs less marijuana to get the same effect
C. The user can smoke an endless amount of marijuana
D. The user has a bad reaction to marijuana

162.

True or false, an adult 21 or older cannot use marijuana in a vehicle whether they are a
driver or a passenger.

163. True or false, more than 200,000 college students have been denied financial aid because
of a drug arrest or minor drug offense.
164. In 2019, what percentage of DUI arrests in Colorado involved marijuana?
A. 14%

B. 22%

C. 9%

D. 7%

165. What was weed historically used for?
A. As food

B. As an herbal medicine

C. For building houses

D. As an energy source

166. What marijuana product prompts the most calls to the Poison Control Center?
A. Pre-rolled joints
167.

B. Vape pens

C. CBD oil

D. Edibles

True or false, you can buy medical marijuana at the pharmacy.

168. What is a potential consequence for violating a school’s drug policy?
A. Removal from extracurricular activities

B. Suspension or expulsion

C. Mandated drug counseling

D. All of the above

169. Approximately how many naturally occurring chemicals are in the marijuana plant?
A. 125
170.

B. 250

C. 500

Why would a teen use marijuana without a medical reason?
A. Peer pressure

B. Curiosity

C. Lack of understanding of consequences

D. All of the above
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171.

In what year did legalized retail marijuana go into effect in Colorado?
A. 2013

172.

B. 2014

C. 2015

D. 2016

True or false, quitting marijuana reduces the impact on your ability to learn and the risk of
developing additional health problems.

173.

True or false, ergolytic drugs, like marijuana, impair sports performance and ability.

174.

True or false, the Virginia Assembly once passed legislation requiring every farmer
to grow hemp.

175.

What does THC stand for?
A. Totalhydrocain

176.

B. Tetrahypercol

C. Tratohocodinal

D. Tetrahydrocannabinol

What is a potential long-term health effect of using marijuana?
A. Lung damage

B. Stunted brain development

C. Memory problems

D. All of the above

177.

True or false, you can legally take marijuana from Colorado to Wyoming.

178.

True or false, a person under 21 can enter a retail marijuana store just to look around.

179.

What is Amendment 64 in Colorado?
A. Legalization of medical marijuana

B. Legalization of retail marijuana

C. Prohibition of underage marijuana sales

D. Prohibition of alcohol

180. Why has cannabis historically been grown?
A. For making medicine and industrial products
B. For making clothes, soup and food
C. For rituals
D. All of the above
181.

True or false, there is no record of someone dying solely from using marijuana.

182.

True or false, it is safe for mothers to use marijuana during pregnancy.

183. According to the 2019 Healthy Kids Colorado Survey, what percentage of Denver youth see
regular marijuana use as a risky behavior?
A. 43%

B. 15%

C. 87%

D. 56%

184. True or false, teen marijuana use has no link to depression.
185. What is the legal age for retail marijuana use in Colorado?
A. 16
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186. What effects does marijuana have on athletic performance?

187.

A. Decrease in speed

B. Decrease in decision-making abilities

C. Decrease in steadiness

D. All of the above

What was the first marijuana publication, founded in New York City in 1974?
A. High Times

B. High News

C. Marijuana Weekly

D. Marijuana News

188. What can happen the first time you get a Minor In Possession (MIP) charge in the
state of Colorado?
A. $100 fine
B. Court order to complete a substance abuse course
C. Loss of driver’s license
D. All of the above
189. True or false, a marijuana charge can cause a student to be denied financial aid.
190. True or false, poor grades could be linked to marijuana use.
191.

Which state was the first to legalize retail marijuana?
A. California

192.

B. Washington

C. Oregon

D. Colorado

What can happen if you drive impaired on marijuana?
A. Hurt someone or cause a fatality

B. Hurt yourself

C. Get a DUI

D. All of the above

193. True or false, marijuana plants can be male or female.
194. True or false, you must report a marijuana or Minor In Possession (MIP) conviction when
applying for federal student aid.
195. True or false, the purpose of the human body’s natural cannabinoids is to fine-tune
communication between neurons.
196. As of December 2020, how many states have legalized retail marijuana?
A. 15
197.

B. 4

C. 8

D. 25

True or false, the amount of other drugs consumed affects how long THC stays in your system.

198. What percent of Denver teens vaped marijuana in the past 30 days?
A. 17%

B. 43%

C. 55%

D. 85%

199. What percent of Denver teens dabbed marijuana in the past 30 days?
A. 10%
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200. What percent of Denver teens believe that half of the students in their grade used marijuana in
the past 30 days?
A. 58%

B. 43%

C. 68%

D. 23%

C. Metals

D. None of the above

201. What can vaping release?
A. Water Vapor

B. Air Gasses

202. Vaping oils can include vitamin E acetate, which could be responsible for:
A. Hunger

B. Itching

C. Lung Disease

D. All of the above

203. Which two vital organs are most at risk when someone vapes marijuana?
A. Lungs and Brain

B. Lungs and Heart

C. Heart and Liver

D. Lungs and Kidneys

204. EVALI (E-cigarette, or Vaping, product use Associated Lung Injury) is a lung-illness related to
marijuana vaping devices. What is a symptom of EVALI?
A. Shortness of Breath B. Weight Loss

C. Lung Failure

D. All of the above

205. As of February 2020, how many people had been hospitalized or died since Fall 2019 from an
e-cigarette, or vaping, product use-associated lung injury (EVALI) in the US?
A. 3,452

B. 2,807

C. 5,409

D. 1,876

206. In the early 1990s, what was the average THC content in confiscated marijuana samples?
A. Less than 1%

B. Less than 4%

C. More than 50%

D. None of the above

207. In Denver, where can adults 21 or older legally consume marijuana?
A. Civic Center Park

B. A Marijuana Hospitality Business

C. A privately owned residence

D. Both B and C

208. True or false, vaping does not release potentially toxic chemicals.
209. True or false, vaping has been linked to cell and DNA damage.
210. True or false, vaping is just water vapor.
211.

True or false, vaping oils typically include other additives, solvents and flavor enhancers.

212.

True or false, teens who use marijuana are less likely to become addicted to it as adults.

213.

True or false, vitamin E acetate can cause harm when ingested as a vitamin supplement or
applied to the skin.

214. True or false, when vitamin E acetate is inhaled, it may interfere with normal lung functioning.
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215.

True or false, more than 50% of Colorado students who used electronic vape products in the
past 30 days, have tried to quit in the last year.

216. True or false, a speck of THC concentrate can get someone high.
217.

True or false, some concentrates exceed 90% THC concentration.

218. True or false, marijuana potency increases have accelerated in the past decade as retail
marijuana has been more widely legalized.
219.

True or false, South Dakota was the first state to legalize retail and medical marijuana ballot
measures at the same time.

220. True or false, New Jersey has legalized retail marijuana.
221.

True or false, Mississippi has legalized medical marijuana.
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